Feral goats and habitat management
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
We are currently involved in a study of feral goats in Snowdonia and would like to know
more about the past and present use of feral goats in habitat management across the UK.
Specifically, I am interested in gaining an idea of the scale of goat-use, how many projects
are involved and how successful they have been.
One particular issue that has been raised, is the potential loss of genetic value from mixing
individuals from previously separated herds, has this been noted at all? Is there any
structure for tracking feral goat relocations around the UK at the moment?
From the GAP office on behalf of
Bryan Dickinson
Wild Resources Limited
We have been managing Lullington Heath NNR with the aid of Bagot goats for the past ten
years or more. Being principally browsers the animals have open up areas of near
impenterable scrub and bramble, prevented regrowth and generally been a real asset.
Regarding numbers, we started with six and now have twenty eight.
The individual from whom the goats were acquired had experience of releasing goats in the
Snowdonia area, so there is experience already of what you seek.
Regarding the genetic argument, it is a matter of pros and cons. Many of the separated
herds of feral goats come from very small genetic bases and hence some mixing of genetic
material may be of benefit. In the case of the Bagot the issue is clouded by the status of the
animal as a rare breed and (dare I say it) the still unresolved question as to whether it
is a true feral fragment or the descendents of Richard the second's gift to the Bagot family.
There is a rather private man living in London who has been studying feral goats for a very
long time and would, surely, be an essential contact for your study if he were agreeable. I
could act as go-between. I would be happy to share my experience and knowledge of these
fascinating creatures and suggest that your correspondent contact me personally on 07971
974398 if he would value my help.
Tim Beech
Hi Bryan
We have been using feral goats for the last 5 years. Part of our flock are from the Moffat hills
in Scotland, part from the valley of the rocks and part from somewhere in the Scotish
Highlands. We have shared billys between these different groups.
They are used on up to a dozen different sites, mostly scrub clearance on chalk grassland
sites, but also on a heath/bog restoration project.
They have been very sucessfull, especially at controlling bramble and dogwood. They can
be over enthusiastic with more desirable species such as spindle, whitebeam,
alderbuckthorn etc..
Let me know what information you would like.
Ian Rickards
Kent Wildlife Trust

Hi Ian,
Can you provide any information on how goats manage with control of bracken? I am
interested as part of the TIARG (Treshnish Isles Auk Ringing Group). Some of the Treshnish
Isles are becoming overgrown with bracken and hence in danger of losing the designation
for hosting large numbers of barnacle geese. The islands are remote with Lunga being
visited twice daily by visitors in summer. There are old ruins (without roof) for shelter on
Lunga but the other islands are desolare, so not somewhere a shepherd could stay to look
after grazing animals.
I was wondering whether goats would be hardy enough to cope with the weather and
bracken?
Tracé
Chalk Grassland Project Officer
RSPB Wessex Team
Tracey.
i can remember a thread a year or two ago where someone had experience of soays
nipping off bracken shoots...might be worth following up. anyone own up to it?
Graham Bellamy
Hi Trace
I've never seen them touch bracken, and except where they trample around lick buckets
they seem to have no effect on it at all!! The site sounds fairly tough for goats, we do not
provide shelter, but all our sites have significant scrub which they shelter from the rain under.
Could you stick roofs on the buildings?? Also they need a good variety of food, they tend to
struggle if only given a narrow range of browse. Graham has a point, sounds like soays
would be better suited, they cope well on Kilda, and quite a few other exposed islands
(survive on seaweed?). We do run soays, but not on particularly brackeny sites, I've never
seen them eat the stuff, but the chap we bought them from told us they removed his bracken
by nibbling the stems.
ian
If you are considering the use of sheep you'll need to consider the animal welfare
implications and legal position. As you may know RBST established what was basically a
feral flock of North Ronaldsay sheep on Lingaholm in the Orkneys, because they were
concerned that the remaining population was concentrated in one place and therefore at risk
from a disease outbreak. In the end they had to remove them all because, I believe, of
growing concerns re animal welfare requirements. We took 43 of them onto one of our
reserves, and boy, were they wild! The survivors still are.
I'm sure they could advise on the issues that arose if you wished to progress the matter.
Mike Sandison
Essex Wildlife Trust
Hello Trace
Goats won't control bracken. Although they will eat it at times they don't select for it. In a
study of faecal samples of a population feral goats in north Wales, I found that about 8% of
total identifiable fragments were of 'fern'. Bracken contains cyanins that are potentially toxic,
but goats seem to be able to deal with toxins because they have a small rumen, a quick

through rate plus a high metabolic rate. That’s why they eat more dicots than grasses as
they target plants with highly digestible cell contents (sugars etc) more than grasses which
have thick cellulose walls. Goats also seem to target ferns at the time of year when the
toxins are lowest. Shelter wouldn't be a problem if you could put a simple corrugated roof on
your ruins.
I would think the bracken would have to be managed in other ways - cutting, bruising or even
burning (a radical approach due to devastation of invertebrates). Cattle would be good at
breaking open bracken areas, but obviously you wouldn't be able to look after them on such
a remote group of islands.
Jude
WildWorks Ecology
PS Trace
I think aerial spraying (asulox etc) would be your only feasible option here - though with
obvious environmental issues and extremely high cost (repeated doses likely to be required).
Jude
I recently heard a suggestion that the feral flocks of Soay and Boreray sheep on the St Kilda
group of islands may me under threat from the same over-zealous welfare activists
Cathy Wainwright
Grazing Manager
The Wildlife Trust BCNP
And as a contrary view you should not do this unless you have clear sight of a post spraying
strategy for promoting other vegetation that will outcompete the bracken - otherwise the
bracken will just come back.
Ian
Graham,
Regarding your enquiry about Soays nibbling bracken shoots – I had a conversation with a
sheep farmer from South Shropshire earlier this week on this very subject. Somewhat
inadvertently, the Soays she kept had, over a few years, noticeably reduced the spread of
bracken over her land. Upon closer inspection she noticed they were nibbling the bracken
shoots. Her suspicions were first aroused by the large amount of caterpillars she found lying
on the ground, presumably rejected by the sheep’s tastebuds!!
Adam Cormack
GAP Administrator
Hi Ian,
Sounds like goats may not be the answer then. I guess a roof could be arranged for one of
the smaller 'dwellings', and it sounds like soays might be worth investigating. Thanks.
Tracé

Rob & Tracey
Wow, great! So much on feral goats, flavour of the month!
Trace. Re my comment on spraying, as Ian says it would be important for follow-up of some
sort. Barnacle geese should do some of the grazing part of the year, but likely you'd need
more grazing, as its got into that situation despite the barnies? And so there still might be
difficulties introducing domestic / feral stock (soays?)where there are likely to be strong
welfare concerns raised.
Rob. 1. Electric fencing has been used in the past to contain feral goats. Examples I can
think of are Tensmuir NNR, Scotland (1988) when a small bunch of castrated billies were
used to control birch and willow in dune slack (ref David Bullock). 4 strand electric fencing
was used. Mob grazing using electric fencing can have an impact on scrub - the conclusion
was that in these circumstances a stocking rate equal to 20 per ha over three summers
eradicated dense birch. NB Need to include water & shelter. Also if the enclosure is small as
in mob grazing, goats are actually more likely to break out, and checks need to be frequent.
CCW used electric fencing for grazing goats at relatively high densities. (feral and on
another occasion pygmy goats) at Oxwich NNR in the Gower. Tel 01792 371320. Scheme
stopped due to difficulties of containment.
Also Pauline Oliver, Hertfordshire Wildlife Trust may have used some electric fencing as part
of her PhD on use of goats as restoration tool in calcareous grasslands. Pauline found that
stocking levels of 12 per ha can have an significant effect in summer and winter use can kill
woody plants by bark-stripping (5 per ha).
Electric fencing will need to be kept on as goats quickly learn when it is switched off.
2. Yes goats and sheep are happy together.
3. Yes they can be hefted, you'd need to assess the topography, land-use, area, food and
water availability, shelter (not just dense bracken)etc for goats so animals are happy. Could
use a small non-breeding group at first and have some intensive shepherding at first. Don't
locate herds close to gardens etc! Animals can free-range extensively - 30 - 60 ha used in
Cheddar Gorge. The next GAP newsletter should contain a decision support chart I
designed re introducing goats in conservation schemes. I can sent you PDF of that if you
would like. (It would be interesting to know if its useful!).
4. Maybe check out the National Trust's scheme on the IOW where they use goats to control
Holm Oak and associated scrub. This scheme is reported in detail the latest issue of
Conservation Land Management. Contact Tony Tutton 01983 740456.
6. Other refs - Feral goat in British Wildlife 6, 3. With David Bullock, I have produced a
couple of papers on both feral and domestic goats (2000).
Parts were incorporated into GAP's Breed Profile Handbook. I can send PDFs if you'd like.
Hope this helps
Cheers
Jude
Hi
EN on Holy Island used 4 goats (feral cross) on fairly small areas. They
were behind electric fencing but did indeed get out frequently. They did
have a shelter provided and water.

I do believe that EN were happy with the clearing they did.
Jane Wilson
GAP
I believe there are some issues regarding the faster build up of anthelmintic resistant internal
parasites when sheep and goats are grazed together - something worth checking with a vet.
Regards
Geth
I worked in Australia a number of years ago and some of the farms kept a flock of goats for
scrub control as well as sheep. Anthelmintic resistance was a big issue out there and I
remember them saying about the issues of mixed sheep and goat grazing (they kept them
separate). I don't know how much science was behind this and whether it would be an
issue over here but its probably worth discussing with a vet. I believe the Hill Farming
Research Organisation did some research on sheep/goat grazing in the UK and may have
some answers.
Regards
Geth
At the fairly recent conference in Bath on european chalk grasslands (LIFE projects)..it
seems on the continent that the workers there found pictures of grazing flocks of sheep
taken war or pre war often had goats with them...just a few. It was thought the goats
browsing encouraged the sheep to do the same.....maybe the goats were easier to call up
and so lead the sheep as well.
any thoughts.
graham
All very interesting stuff.
In Wales it was believed that (being brainier, my interp!) goats lead sheep to safety in bad
weather. In the Eng / Scot borders that goats killed adders. In times past the goat was the
poor man's cow so its probably not surprising that they were run with sheep in extensive
pastures and on common-land.
Cheers, Jude

